Tracers to investigate protein and amino acid metabolism in human subjects
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Three tracer methods have been used to measure protein synthesis, protein breakdown and protein oxidation at whole-body level. The method using L-[1-13C]leucine is considered the method of reference. These methods have contributed greatly to the existing knowledge on whole-body protein turnover and its regulation by feeding, fasting, hormones and disease. How exercise and ingestion of mixed protein-containing meals affect whole-body protein metabolism is still open to debate, as there are discrepancies in results obtained with different tracers. The contribution of whole-body methods to the future gain of knowledge is expected to be limited due to the fact that most physiological disturbances have been investigated extensively, and due to the lack of information on the relative contribution of various tissues and proteins to whole-body changes.

Tracer amino acid-incorporation methods are most suited to investigate these latter aspects of protein metabolism. These methods have shown that some tissues (liver and gut) have much higher turnover rates and deposit much more protein than others (muscle). Massive differences also exist between the fractional synthesis rates of individual proteins. The incorporation methods have been properly validated, although minor disagreements remain on the identity of the true precursor pool (the enrichment of which should be used in the calculations). Arterio–venous organ balance studies have shown that little protein is deposited in skeletal muscle following a protein-containing meal, while much more protein is deposited in liver and gut. The amount deposited in the feeding period in each of these tissues is released again during overnight fasting. The addition of tracers to organ balance studies allows the simultaneous estimation of protein synthesis and protein breakdown, and provides information on whether changes in net protein balance are caused primarily by a change in protein synthesis or in protein breakdown. In the case of a small arterio–venous difference in a tissue with a high blood flow, estimates of protein synthesis and breakdown become very uncertain, limiting the value of using the tracer. An additional measurement of the intracellular free amino acid pool enrichment allows a correction for amino acid recycling and quantification of the inward and outward transmembrane transport. However, in order to obtain reliable estimates of the intramuscular amino acid enrichment and, therefore, of muscle protein synthesis and breakdown in this so-called three-pool model, the muscle should be freeze-dried and the resulting fibres should be freed from connective tissue and small blood clots under a dissection microscope. Even when optimal precautions are taken, the calculations in these tracer balance methods use multiple variables and, therefore, are bound to lead to more variability in estimates of protein synthesis than the tracer amino acid incorporation methods. In the future, most studies should focus on the measurement of protein synthesis and breakdown in specific proteins in order to understand the mechanisms behind tissue adaptation in response to various stimuli (feeding, fasting, exercise, trauma, sepsis, disuse and disease). The tracer laboratories, therefore, should improve the methodology to allow the measurement of low tracer amino acid enrichments in small amounts of protein.
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The body of a 70 kg man contains in total 12 kg protein (amino acid polymers) and 220 g free amino acids. There are thousands of different proteins, distributed among all cells and body fluids, each with its own specific amino acid sequence, three-dimensional structure and function (e.g. enzymes, transport proteins, hormones, DNA- and RNA-processing proteins, structural proteins, contractile proteins etc.). In order to maintain the structural and functional integrity there is a continuous turnover of protein (synthesis and breakdown occur simultaneously). In a healthy adult human subject ingesting adequate amounts of dietary protein, protein synthesis equals protein breakdown on a 24 h basis, implying that whole-body protein mass is in balance.

However, in many conditions such as after overnight fasting, long-term starvation, neuromuscular and acquired disabling diseases, ageing, cancer and pulmonary obstructions, there is a gradual progressive loss of protein. In all these cases the tissue most affected is skeletal muscle. Patients with major trauma and sepsis may lose up to 50% of the muscle protein over 2 weeks, and as a consequence become so weak that mechanical ventilation becomes essential for survival. Skeletal muscle accounts for 400-450 g/kg total body mass and contains about 7 kg protein, primarily in the form of contractile proteins (myofibrillar proteins, primarily actin and myosin). Muscle also contains over 60% of the free amino acids in our body. During starvation, gluconeogenic amino acids (mainly glutamine and alanine) are released from muscle as precursors for glucose production in liver and kidneys to serve as fuel for the brain. Muscle wasting in cancer, severe trauma and sepsis serves to generate amino acid precursors for wound healing, tissue repair and synthesis of antibodies and acute-phase proteins, in addition to gluconeogenesis. Muscle wasting in most of these catabolic diseases eventually leads to muscle weakness and major disabilities in day-to-day life. This situation has led to many attempts to reduce or reverse the losses of muscle protein and function by various interventions. Different genes are expressed in different tissues, which leads to differences in the protein and enzyme package of each organ and tissue during embryonic growth and development. Differences in genetic information lead to differences in the protein composition of the bodies of individuals, and in the activities of key enzymes in substrate metabolism in their cells and body fluids, and therefore indirectly play a role in the possibility of developing obesity, type 2 diabetes and cardiovascular disease.

Whole-body protein turnover

The first attempts to measure the rate of whole-body protein turnover in human subjects were made soon after the first radioactive isotopically-labelled amino acids became available (for references, see Garlick & Fern, 1985). To avoid potential radiation damage, the use of radioactive tracers became restricted in human subjects and was largely replaced by the use of stable-isotope tracer amino acids. The stable-isotope tracers most often used in whole-body studies are \( ^{15} \text{N} \) glycine (Waterlow et al., 1978a; Waterlow, 1984; Rennie, 1985; Hasselgren, 1995; Wagenmakers & Soeters, 1995; Rooyackers & Nair, 1997; Wagenmakers, 1998a,b).

\[ \text{Whole-body protein turnover} \]

The first attempts to measure the rate of whole-body protein turnover in human subjects were made soon after the first radioactive isotopically-labelled amino acids became available (for references, see Garlick & Fern, 1985). To avoid potential radiation damage, the use of radioactive tracers became restricted in human subjects and was largely replaced by the use of stable-isotope tracer amino acids. The stable-isotope tracers most often used in whole-body studies are \( ^{15} \text{N} \) glycine (Waterlow et al., 1978a,b; Fern et al., 1985; Garlick & Fern, 1985), L-[\( ^{1-13} \text{C} \)]leucine (Matthews et al., 1980, 1982) and L-[\( ^{2} \text{H}_{5} \)]phenylalanine (Thompson et al., 1989).

\( ^{15} \text{N} \) glycine was the first stable-isotope tracer used for the quantification of whole-body protein turnover in vivo. In early studies (Waterlow et al., 1978b) the tracer was given as a continuous intragastric infusion (infusion rate \( i \)) until after 2-3 d a plateau had been reached in the labelling of urea in the urine. The enrichment in the urea pool was assumed to reflect the \( ^{15} \text{N} \) enrichment in a single ‘N metabolic pool’ in which all free amino acids and urea eventually reached the same enrichment and from which exchange occurs with whole-body protein (Fig. 1). The whole-body N turnover \( Q \) can be calculated from the formula \( Q = i / E_{\text{urea}} \), where \( E_{\text{urea}} \) is the \( ^{15} \text{N} \) enrichment of urea. Assuming that the N metabolic pool is in steady-state, then the flux (i.e. \( Q \)) equals the amount of N leaving the pool \( (S + E) \), where \( S \) is synthesis and \( E \) is urinary N excretion and equals the amount of N entering the pool \( (B + I) \), where \( B \) is breakdown and \( I \) is dietary intake); \( E \) and \( I \) can be measured and therefore \( S \) and \( B \) can be calculated. In a modification of the
[15N]glycine method the tracer is given as a single oral dose of 200 mg in the post-absorptive state and urine is collected for 9–12 h (Fern et al. 1981, 1985; Garlick & Fern, 1985). This method was quite popular in the 1980s, as it is non-invasive and can be applied easily outside a laboratory. However, there are many practical difficulties (urine collections outside laboratory) and unproven assumptions which are unlikely to be valid in all physiological and pathophysiological conditions. The most critical assumption is that all amino acids mix in one N compartment and end up having the same enrichment. It has been shown repeatedly that there are in fact several N compartments, leading to differences in the 15N enrichment of urea and NH3 (in some studies, therefore, the harmonic mean is used; Fern et al. 1981, 1985). Differences also occur in the 15N enrichment of different amino acids in the free pool on equilibration, and the measured protein turnover rates differ widely for different 15N-labelled amino acids (Fern et al. 1981, 1985; Garlick & Fern, 1985). For these reasons the [15N]glycine method is under severe criticism, and currently is not often used.

The L-[1-13C]leucine tracer is given as a primed continuous intravenous infusion until after about 2 h a plateau has been reached in arterial leucine enrichment (Matthews et al. 1980) or venous α-ketoisocaproic acid (α-KIC) enrichment. The latter (transamination product of leucine) has been suggested to better reflect the enrichment of leucine in the free amino acid pool from which direct incorporation of the leucine into whole-body protein occurs (Fig. 1; Matthews et al. 1982). The rate of appearance (Ra) in this free amino acid pool can be calculated from the tracer dilution observed at steady-state according to the formula $Q = iE_i/E_p - 1$, where $Q$ is the turnover, $i$ is the infusion rate of the tracer, $E_i$ is the enrichment of the infused tracer and $E_p$ is the enrichment of the plasma precursor pool. At steady-state leucine turnover (i.e. Q) equals both the Ra (Ra = S + O, where S is synthesis and O is oxidation) and the rate of disappearance (Rd; Rd = B + I, where B is breakdown and I is the dietary intake; Fig. 1). Leucine turnover is converted to whole-body protein turnover using the average leucine content of body protein of 8 g/100 g protein (Matthews et al. 1980). The oxidation of L-[-1-13C]leucine is quantified by measuring breath 13CO2 enrichment (a plateau value is reached again after about 2 h; at least when the bicarbonate pool is primed) and multiplying this enrichment by total CO2 production and a bicarbonate correction factor for losses of CO2 between the site of oxidation and appearance in the breath (van Hall, 1999). Protein synthesis (or non-oxidative Ra) can then be calculated. Most tracer studies are done in the overnight-fasted state when the dietary protein intake (i.e. I in the equation Rd = B + I) is zero. In the latter case the turnover (i.e. Q in the earlier equation) equals protein breakdown (i.e. B). In the fed state protein intake should be known and should be constant with time. This situation is achieved in practice by continuous intragastric feeding or repeated oral doses, approaches which have the inevitable limitation that they clearly do not reflect normal human nutrition patterns, but nevertheless this approach has been useful to investigate differences between feeding and fasting. Overall, the L-[-1-13C]leucine method has survived two decades of intense scrutiny and is now considered the reference method to obtain fair estimates of whole-body protein metabolism in most physiological conditions.

The L-[2H5]phenylalanine tracer is given as a primed continuous intravenous infusion with an additional L-[2H4]tyrosine primer. After about 2 h a plateau is reached in the plasma enrichment of both these tracers, and flux can be calculated from the arterial plasma phenylalanine dilution. The first step in the oxidation of phenylalanine is hydroxylation in the liver to tyrosine. The rate of oxidation, therefore, can be quantified from the enrichment of L-[2H4]tyrosine at steady-state (for exact details of the assumptions behind the method and calculations, see Thompson et al. 1989). In a modification of this method (for example, see Marchini et al. 1993) a second tyrosine tracer (L-[2H2]tyrosine) is infused in order to measure total tyrosine Ra in arterial plasma, analogous to the measurement of total CO2 production in the leucine method.

The leucine tracer method requires three analytical instruments: a GC–mass spectrometer (MS) for measurement of the precursor pool enrichment: an isotoperratio MS (IRMS) for 13CO2 enrichment: indirect calorimetry for total CO2 production. Furthermore, this method requires collection of both blood and breath, which is no problem in healthy subjects, but breath collections may be difficult in ill, weak, ventilated and anaesthetized patients. In clinical studies, therefore, the phenylalanine tracer method (Thompson et al. 1989) has often been chosen. It only requires blood collection and a GC–MS for the measurement of enrichment of the tracers in plasma.

General lessons learned from each of these tracers is that whole-body protein turnover in a 70 kg man is about 300 g/d. Also, each of the methods have shown that protein synthesis is increased after ingestion of mixed protein-containing meals, while at the same time protein breakdown is reduced. Both effects appear to be mediated by increases in plasma insulin and increased plasma amino acid. 

---

**Fig. 1.** General model of protein metabolism used in the whole-body methods. Q, whole-body nitrogen turnover; Ra, rate of appearance in the free amino acid pool; Rd, rate of disappearance from the free amino acid pool; Phe, phenylalanine; Tyr, tyrosine.
availability, although the reduction in breakdown can be achieved with increases in insulin only (Rooyackers & Nair, 1997). As a consequence, net protein deposition (protein synthesis > protein breakdown) occurs in the fed state, while in the overnight fasted period the same amount of protein is broken down again (protein synthesis > protein breakdown) leading to net protein balance over 24 h. Pacy et al. (1994) have reported that the amplitude of protein deposition (daytime) and net protein breakdown (night-time) increases with protein intake from about 35 g on a protein intake of 0.7 g/kg body weight per day to values of about 90 g on a protein intake of 2.5 g/kg per day.

Although all three tracers provide similar qualitative information in most studies, and even similar quantitative information in some studies, there are a number of clear exceptions. Particularly in studies where different tracers have been used simultaneously, some remarkable discrepancies have been observed, not only in quantification but also in the final physiological message. A few examples seen in our own group are mentioned here, many more can be found in the extensive literature (see Biolo et al. 1992; Wolfe et al. 1992; Marchini et al. 1993; Pacy et al. 1994).

Pannemans et al. (1997) measured the effect in elderly women of an increase in the protein content of the diet from 10 to 20% energy from protein in an attempt to understand the physiological basis behind the adequacy of the level of protein intake in elderly subjects with a low energy intake. Measurements were done during 12 h of overnight fasting for the [15N]glycine method (according to the recommended protocol; Fern et al. 1981, 1985) and during the last 4 h of overnight fasting (07.00–11.00 hours, continuous infusion in laboratory) for the leucine tracer. The [15N]glycine method indicated that the increase in protein intake significantly increased protein turnover (protein synthesis +46%, protein breakdown +39%), while the L-[1-13C]leucine method indicated no change in protein turnover (protein synthesis + 2%, protein breakdown +5%). Furthermore, the protein balance was more negative in the overnight fasting period with the glycine tracer than with the leucine tracer on both diets (n 6) (10% energy from protein: −58.4 (SD 11.7) v. −23.5 (SD 5.3) g/d respectively; 20% energy from protein: −71.7 (SD 14.3) v. −32.0 (SD 7.8) g/d respectively, P < 0.05 in each case).

Recently we compared the effect of carbohydrate only ingestion (24 g taken every 30 min as a drink) with the effect of ingestion of a carbohydrate–protein mixture (24 g carbohydrate and 9 g rice-protein hydrolysate taken every 30 min as a drink) on protein turnover during the last 2 h of a 4 h period of infusion of both L-[1-13C]leucine and L-[2H5]phenylalanine as tracers. The results are shown in Fig. 2. Both tracers indicate that ingestion of carbohydrate only does not lead to net protein deposition, which is expected, as human subjects otherwise could remain in N balance without protein ingestion. The findings with the leucine tracer seem to suggest that the additional anabolic effect of the carbohydrate–protein mixture is achieved primarily by a suppression of protein breakdown (−41%), while findings with the phenylalanine tracer indicate that protein synthesis is stimulated (+67%) and protein breakdown is reduced (−39%). The net protein balance, therefore, is 2-fold more positive with the latter tracer. Protein oxidation is 2–3-fold higher with leucine as a tracer than with phenylalanine, with both ingestion of carbohydrate only and with carbohydrate–protein.

A discrepancy in outcome has also been observed (Wagenmakers et al. 1998) using these two tracers during exercise. With leucine as tracer, protein oxidation was 2- to 3-fold higher during exercise of endurance-trained athletes ingesting carbohydrates than in the resting period and the recovery period, while protein synthesis was lower. Protein breakdown did not change during exercise. Net protein balance (synthesis−breakdown) was 2- to 3-fold more negative during exercise than during rest and during recovery. However, with phenylalanine as tracer, protein oxidation, synthesis and breakdown were similar at rest, during exercise and during recovery. Urea production (measured by plasma tracer dilution) also did not increase during exercise. These discrepancies raise concern in this case over the results given by the leucine tracer.

![Fig. 2. Six subjects were investigated over 4 h while ingesting liquid solutions of either 24 g carbohydrate only (—) or 24 g carbohydrate plus 9 g rice-protein hydrolysate (=) every 30 min. In the last 2 h a steady-state was achieved and blood samples were analysed for tracer enrichment, and the components of whole-body protein metabolism were calculated according to standard procedures. Mean value was significantly different from that for the carbohydrate–protein mixture: * P < 0.05. (From DLE Pannemans and AJM Wagenmakers, unpublished results.)](https://doi.org/10.1017/S0029665199001305)
These examples (and others in the literature, see Biolto et al. 1992; Wolfe et al. 1992; Marchini et al. 1993; Pacy et al. 1994) show that in the whole-body methodologies different tracers do not always provide similar information on the effect of physiological perturbations. This finding appears to indicate that one of the basic assumptions behind one or more of the methods is not always valid. An important assumption is that the size of the pool of the tracer (i.e. the free amino acid pool) does not change. It seems possible that this assumption does not hold for the free leucine pool during exercise. It has been shown convincingly that during exercise there is an increased uptake (Ahlborg et al. 1974; van Hall et al. 1996) and oxidation (Wagenmakers et al. 1989, 1991; van Hall et al. 1996) of branched-chain amino acids (leucine, isoleucine and valine) in muscle. Thus, the increased oxidation of the leucine tracer during exercise could reflect partial oxidation of intracellular leucine pools during the study and invalidate the steady-state assumption; i.e. the size of the free amino acid pool may not be constant (Fig. 1). This situation then leads to an overestimation of protein oxidation, an underestimation of protein synthesis (since turnover = synthesis + oxidation) and a negative protein balance.

These suggestions do not necessarily imply that the message of the leucine tracer is less reliable than that of the phenylalanine tracer. Changes in the size of the phenylalanine pool cannot be ruled out. A relative increase in the size of the intracellular phenylalanine pool compared with that of the intracellular branched-chain amino acid pool could explain why the phenylalanine tracer gives lower protein oxidation rates than the leucine method in the studies described previously. It is also important to know that Marchini et al. (1993) have expressed a need for caution in interpreting data obtained with L-[^1-13C]phenylalanine as a tracer, because the oxidation rate observed was 2-fold lower in healthy subjects than oxidation rates measured with L-[1-13C]phenylalanine as a tracer (calculated from the 13CO2 production). This finding does not mean that 13C-phenylalanine should never be used, as there may be no other simple option if the aim, for instance, is to measure protein breakdown in patients during major surgery. However, it does imply that further research is needed on the metabolism and pool sizes of individual amino acids, and that different tracers of one amino acid and of different amino acids should be used before a definitive judgement can be made on the validity and accuracy of the whole-body methods.

The contribution of whole-body methodology (without parallel organ balances, biopsies, or protein separations) to the future gain of knowledge is expected to be limited due to the fact that most physiological disturbances have been investigated extensively (see Waterlow et al. 1978a; Waterlow, 1984; Rennie, 1985; Hasselgren, 1995; Wagenmakers & Soeters, 1995; Rooyackers & Nair, 1997; Wagenmakers, 1998a,b), and due to the lack of information on the relative contribution of various tissues and proteins to whole-body changes (e.g. an increase in protein synthesis in the liver may be compensated for by a decrease in protein synthesis in muscle).

**Amino acid incorporation methods to measure protein synthesis in tissues and specific proteins**

If the aim is to investigate the mechanism behind the loss of muscle mass and contractile function in a patient with sepsis, then we have to measure protein synthesis and protein breakdown in the muscle. One of the methods that can be used to measure the synthesis rate of total protein in tissue biopsies and of specific purified proteins is the amino acid-incorporation technique. The following key references can be consulted for details of the methodology to measure the synthesis rate of total mixed muscle protein (Rennie et al. 1982; Halliday et al. 1988; Nair et al. 1988; McNurlan et al. 1994), of muscle myofibrillar protein, myosin heavy-chain and cytoplasmic protein (Balagopal et al. 1997), of muscle mitochondrial protein (Rooyackers et al. 1996a,b), of total mixed liver and colonic mucosa protein (Stein et al. 1978; Heys et al. 1992; Barle et al. 1997), of plasma albumin (Gersovitz et al. 1980; Olufemi et al. 1990; Jahoor et al. 1994; Barle et al. 1997), of VLDL apolipoprotein B100 (Lichtenstein et al. 1990; Reeds et al. 1992; Halliday et al. 1993; Venkatesan et al. 1993, Jahoor et al. 1994) and of various other plasma proteins (Jahoor et al. 1996).

Many amino acid tracers ([15N-, 13C- or ^2H-labelled]) have been used to enrich the amino acid precursor pool (Fig. 1). In most of these studies the tracer is given by a continuous intravenous infusion until a steady-state is obtained in the precursor pool for protein synthesis. To reach an early plateau the continuous infusion is often preceded by an intravenous priming dose of the tracer. Repeated samples are then taken at steady-state, the protein is precipitated from the biopsy sample and washed, or purified by various other techniques in the case of specific proteins. The protein is then hydrolysed and the amino acids, after derivatization, are analysed for tracer enrichment using GC–MS or GC-combustion–IRMS methodology. The rise in tracer enrichment in the protein-bound amino acid, over a given sampling time, is divided by the steady-state tracer enrichment in the precursor pool to give the fractional synthetic rate (FSR) of the protein, that is the percentage of the existing pool that has been synthesized over that time period. There has been a lot of discussion in the literature on which amino acid pool is the best reflection of the precursor pool for protein synthesis during continuous-infusion studies (Rooyackers & Nair, 1997). It is undoubtedly the intracellular aminoacyl-tRNA pool, but due to the technical difficulties of measuring enrichment in that pool various alternatives have been proposed. The plasma arterial and venous enrichment have both been used; the plasma amino acid α-KIC enrichment is often used in the case of the L-[1-13C]leucine tracer (assuming that KIC, the transamination product of leucine, is formed in the amino acid compartment also used for protein synthesis), the intracellular amino acid enrichment can be determined in biopsies and a variety of indicators or products of the intracellular metabolism of the amino acid precursor pool have been used. It always seems best to measure the precursor amino acid in the intracellular free amino acid pool, but in cases where technical, methodological or ethical limitations prevent direct access, the venous plasma α-KIC enrichment and some indirect indicators or products of the intracellular...
pool are acceptable alternatives (for details, see key references on methodology given earlier). Another method that has been used to administer the tracer is the so-called ‘flooding dose’ method. This method was introduced to eliminate problems with precursor pool enrichment, and relies on a bolus injection of large doses of a mixture of labelled and unlabelled amino acids (Garlick et al. 1989; McNurlan et al. 1994). Over the 60–120 min following the large bolus injection the tracer enrichment decreases sharply, but is nearly identical in the plasma and intracellular pools and is assumed to be identical to all aminocyl-tRNA pools in all tissues. Protein-bound tracer amino acid is extracted from tissues (or other proteins) taken before and 90 min after the bolus injection. Protein FSR is calculated by dividing the increase in protein-bound tracer enrichment by the area under the curve of the venous plasma tracer enrichment. The method is fast and therefore theoretically suited for studies in unstable situations (e.g. critically-ill patients) and for investigating the early adaptation to physiological stimuli. However, concerns have been raised regarding the effect that the flooding dose of amino acids itself, or the concomitant metabolic changes (among others, increased plasma insulin levels since both leucine and phenylalanine are insulinotrophic), may have on protein synthesis, as consistently higher FSR are measured in studies using the flooding-dose technique (Table 1). Flood ing with leucine has been shown to increase the FSR of mixed muscle protein, measured using valine as the tracer, from 1·0 to 1·6 %/d (Smith et al. 1992) and the FSR of albumin from 6·0 to 10·3 %/d (Smith et al. 1994). Readers interested in the theoretical background behind the continuing controversy on the optimal methodology to administer tracers and determine protein enrichment are referred to the detailed views of Garlick et al. (1994) and Rennie et al. (1994).

The most important lessons we have learned from the incorporation methods is that there are large (up to 425-fold) differences between the protein turnover rates in different tissues and in different proteins (Table 1). Subfractionation of muscle protein has shown that the myofibrillar proteins have the lowest turnover rates (about 1 %/d) and that these rates decrease with age (Balagopal et al. 1997; Fig. 3). The highest FSR were seen in mitochondrial protein and again decreased with age (Rooyackers et al. 1996a), while the FSR of a cytosolic muscle protein fraction was intermediate and did not change with age (Fig. 3). The decrease in myofibrillar FSR may contribute to the gradual loss of actin and myosin in ageing muscles; while the decrease in mitochondrial protein FSR may lead to the known gradual loss of the muscle oxidative capacity, whole-body maximum O₂ uptake and exercise capacity. The intravenous infusion of amino acids increased mixed muscle FSR in a group of healthy males (71 (SE 2) years) from 1·1 to 2·3 %/d (Volpi et al. 1998), and therefore the authors suggested that muscle mass potentially could be better maintained with an increased intake of protein in elderly subjects. However, this suggestion was not confirmed by Welle & Thornton (1998). During consumption of liquid meals (as repeated 30 min boluses) containing 7 % energy as protein they observed a myofibrillar FSR of 1·6 %/d in a group of men and women aged 62–75 years. An increase in the protein content of the meals to 14 and 28 % energy did not further increase the myofibrillar FSR. However, resistance exercise increased the myofibrillar FSR on all diets by 20–37 %, but the observed increase did not differ between the diets. These findings seem to indicate that resistance exercise is the most powerful stimulus to counteract ageing-induced losses of myofibrillar protein, and that an increase in the protein content of the diet above normal has no effect under basal conditions and does not enhance the exercise-induced stimulus of muscle myofibrillar FSR. Together, these findings illustrate the fact that we need FSR measurements in specific muscle fractions and proteins to investigate important physiological questions about the mechanisms leading to muscle wasting and the loss of the oxidative capacity in the elderly. FSR

| Table 1. Fractional protein synthesis (FSR) rates measured with a continuous infusion (continuous) and flooding dose (flood) in overnight fasted subjects; contributions of tissues to whole-body protein turnover (Qwb) |
|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|
| Organ or plasma protein    | FSR (%d) Continuous | FSR (%d) Flood | % Qwb Continuous | % Qwb Flood |
| Muscle*                     | 1·15                        | 1·76                        | 29                          | 44                          |
| Liver†                      | 12·1                        | 24·7                        | 11                          | 22                          |
| Plasma albumint             | 5–6                         | 6–10                        | 2·4                         | 3·4                         |
| VLDL apo-B100∫§             | 425                         | —                           | 0·12                        | —                           |

* Continuous’ FSR is based on mean values from Nair et al. (1968), Smith et al. (1992), Balagopal et al. (1997) and Volpi et al. (1998), and ‘flood’ FSR is based on mean values from Garlick et al. (1989) and McNurlan et al. (1994, 1996). Total muscle protein mass is estimated at 7 kg (muscle mass is 500 g/kg body weight, muscle protein content is 200 g/kg wet weight).

† Continuous’ FSR is the mean of values from Stein et al. (1978) and Fearon et al. (1991), and ‘flood’ FSR value is from Barle et al. (1997). Liver protein mass is estimated at 250 g. The higher FSR values in liver when measured using the ‘flood’ procedure, according to Barle et al. (1997), is a consequence of the fact that most of the export proteins have not yet escaped from the liver before the biopsy was taken (35 min after ‘flood’), while a major part of the export proteins must have escaped in prolonged continuous-infusion studies. The underlying assumption must be that the mean synthesis rate of export proteins is much higher than that of the static liver proteins.

∫§ Continuous’ FSR is from Olufemi et al. (1990) and Smith et al. (1994), and ‘flood’ FSR is from Barle et al. (1997) and Smith et al. (1994). Plasma albumin (the major export protein; circulating pool 120–140 g) has a lower FSR, while some other proteins (e.g. VLDL apolipoprotein B-100) have a very high FSR but a very small pool (0·08 g). There are many other liver export proteins, but only a few have values higher than the mixed liver FSR reported by Barle et al. (1997) (for values in young pigs, see Jhooor et al. 1996). The other potential reason for the differences between the two methods is that the ‘flood’ procedure itself, or the concomitant metabolic changes, increase protein synthesis per se (Smith et al. 1992, 1994; Rennie et al. 1994).
measurements are also needed to investigate the effectiveness of nutritional and exercise interventions as a means of counteracting the loss of muscle mass, function and oxidative capacity during ageing and debilitating diseases. Skeletal muscle contributes 27–29% to whole-body protein turnover when measured using the continuous-infusion technique in the overnight fasted state (Table 1; Nair et al. 1988). The relative contribution of muscle to whole-body protein turnover seems to increase during ingestion of mixed meals and after strength training. When we divide the muscle FSR reported by Welle & Thornton (1998) by a whole-body protein turnover of 334 g/d during feeding (see values observed under similar conditions in the study depicted in Fig. 2) then muscle contributes 35% to whole-body protein turnover during ingestion of mixed meals, and even up to 45% during ingestion of mixed meals after strength training. It is quite clear that maintenance of these high protein deposition rates can lead to muscle hyper-trophy in subjects frequently involved in training sessions. Muscle in all cases is the tissue contributing most to whole-body turnover, despite the relatively low FSR (Table 1).

The amount of muscle protein produced is the balance between protein synthesis and breakdown. Theoretically, protein breakdown in tissues and individual proteins can be measured from the rate of loss of tracer enrichment in prelabelled proteins. However, reutilization of the tracer released by protein breakdown for protein synthesis leads to artificially-low rates, and the data critically depend on the time period over which the measurements are made (Waterlow et al. 1978a). Another difficulty, which has prevented the routine use of this technique in human subjects, is that several biopsies are required in periods of hours to many days, depending on the turnover rate, and that in some tissues, e.g. muscle, the enrichment at zero time is already close to the limits of reliable detection and then decreases with time. However, the development of new methodologies to measure low enrichments, and mathematical modelling (for example, see Zhang et al. 1996) should be able to solve most of these problems. Tracer enrichment is an important area of method development, since the protein content of tissues is the result of the balance between protein synthesis and breakdown.

Important practical advice to users of FSR methodology in mixed muscle protein is to clean the muscle fibres after freeze-drying, removing adherent blood and connective tissue under a dissection microscope, as otherwise substantial amounts of non-muscle protein may be present in the protein samples obtained after homogenization and acidification. Also, the determination of the precursor-pool enrichment and of the concentration of metabolites in the intramuscular water becomes less accurate and more variable when muscle fibres are not properly cleaned (Fig. 4 and Table 2). The enrichment of the tracer amino acid in proteins at the end of the infusion period depends on the turnover rate of the protein. In the case of proteins with a high turnover rate, only a few hours of tracer infusion are required to reach enrichment values of >1 molecule % excess (tracer:tracee 0·01) and routine GC–MS tracer methodology can be used. Muscle proteins with a mean FSR of 1·15%/d only have a L-[1-13C]leucine enrichment of about 0·01 molecule % excess (trace: tracee 1 x 10−4) after an infusion period of 6 h. The traditional method of analysing such low enrichments is to isolate the protein-bound leucine by preparative GC (Read et al. 1984) followed by chemical decarboxylation of the C-1 (carrying the 13C label) and measurement of 13CO2:12CO2 by conventional dual-inlet IRMS following cryogenic purification of the CO2 (Read et al. 1984). More recently, preparative HPLC has been used to separate the leucine (Balagopal et al. 1996; Van Eijk et al. 1997), and the CO2 generated by ninhydrin decarboxylation was injected directly into a GC connected on line to a continuous-flow IRMS (Balagopal et al. 1996). However, this method still contains a number of laborious preparative steps. The reference method using modern GC–combustion–IRMS equipment, is therefore to measure such low enrichments directly in the hydrolysate after derivatization (Yarasheski et al. 1984). However, this method still

**Fig. 3.** Fractional protein synthesis rates (FSR) measured in three different age-groups in specific muscle proteins and protein fractions. □, mean age 24 years; ■, mean age 53 years; ●, mean age 73 years. Mean values were significantly different from those for the youngest age-group (mean 24 years): * P < 0·05. Summary of data published by Rooyackers et al. (1996a) and Balagopal et al. (1997).
experienced protein laboratories from relatively large biopsies (50–100 mg), but not in standard tracer laboratories. The easiest protein-purification technique in use to separate protein mixtures or subfractions into its individual pure components is PAGE (for examples of its use in tracer methodology, see Reeds et al. 1992; Sivakumar et al. 1994). However, the limitation is that only microgram amounts of pure proteins can be extracted from the protein bands on the gel. Again, this limitation is not a problem for highly-enriched proteins that can be analysed with a sensitive GC–MS method (for example, see Reeds et al. 1992; Jahoor et al. 1996). However, this limitation does present a problem for analysis of proteins with tracer enrichments below 0.5 molecule % excess (most proteins in fact). The tracer laboratories and suppliers of tracer MS, therefore, should focus on the development of improved equipment and methodology that either allows the measurement of lower enrichments with GC–MS equipment or improves the sensitivity of the existing GC–combustion–IRMS equipment. An elegant solution of the first type has been presented by Calder et al. (1992). In the case of tracers with multiple heavy atoms (e.g. L-[3H5]phenylalanine) M+5 : M+3 and M+5 : M+2 (i.e. tracer : tracee) can be measured with greater precision and reproducibility in the low enrichment ranges than the M+5 : M (the traditional ratio used to estimate tracer : tracee in a compound with five heavy atoms). This method and its modifications have been successfully applied to the estimation of FSR in mixed muscle protein (McNurlan et al. 1994; Patterson et al. 1997). In our laboratory we are presently investigating whether the use of a large volume injector can reduce the protein requirement of the GC–combustion–IRMS by 50–100-fold. Currently it is still common practice in tracer laboratories to derivatize the protein hydrolysate in a volume of 50–100 µl and use only 1 µl for injection into the GC–combustion–IRMS. Developments that reduce the amount of protein required are of immense importance, as they will allow the measurement of synthesis rates of a whole series of interesting proteins in studies investigating molecular adaptation mechanisms in various tissues in response to a variety of stimuli.

**Arterio–venous balance methods**

The net balance approach across tissues has been developed for the simultaneous measurement of protein synthesis and protein degradation rates, and has important contributions to studies of muscle protein metabolism (Cheng et al. 1985, 1987; Barrett et al. 1987; Gelfand & Barrett, 1987; Fryburg et al. 1995). In most of these studies it is assumed that the arterio–venous difference across the forearm or the leg primarily reflects muscle metabolism, and that tissues like skin, bone and subcutaneous fat contribute little (for reflections of validity of these assumptions, see Macdonald, 1999; van Hall et al. 1999a). Deep venous cannulation may reduce the contribution of non-muscle compartments to the arterio–venous exchange (Macdonald, 1999; van Hall et al. 1999a).

A tracer amino acid is given by primed continuous infusion, and in steady-state conditions a set of replicates (at least four) is obtained from both arterial and venous blood. The net balance of the tracee amino acid (NB) is calculated from the formula:

\[
NB = (Ca - Cv) \times F,
\]

where Ca and Cv are the concentration in arterial and venous blood respectively and F is the blood flow. In some of the published studies plasma concentrations and flow are used as no substantial amino acid transport takes place via the blood cells (plasma flow is derived from the blood flow using packed cell volume). The use of plasma implies that the estimated NB reflects a minimal flux rate. There is no consensus in the literature as to whether plasma or whole-blood measurements are preferable. In the absence of specific information on the participation of erythrocytes in the exchange of amino acids across a tissue it seems safe to choose whole-blood measurements. However, for many amino acids variations in concentration and enrichment are smaller when plasma is used. The net balance of the tracer (nb) is calculated from the formula:

\[
nb = ((Ca \times Ea) - (Cv \times Ev)) \times F,
\]

where Ea and Ev are the enrichment of the tracer in arterial and venous blood or plasma, Ca and Cv are the concentration in the arterial and venous blood respectively and F is the blood flow. The most simple and direct approach to assess protein synthesis and protein breakdown simultaneously is to measure NB and nb of an amino acid that is not transaminated or oxidized in muscle. In that case Rd into the tissue equals protein synthesis and is calculated from the formula:

\[
\text{protein synthesis} = Rd = nb/Ev.
\]

Ra equals protein breakdown and is calculated from the formula:

\[
\text{protein breakdown} = Ra = Rd - NB.
\]

Amino acids that are not (or only minimally) metabolized in muscle are methionine, tyrosine, phenylalanine, threonine, lysine and glycine (van Hall et al. 1999b). Protein synthesis and breakdown rates are obtained as µmol chosen tracer/h over the cannulated tissue and can be converted to g protein/h using the relative occurrence of the amino acid in muscle protein (g/100 g; Clowes et al. 1980). In most studies phenylalanine (relative occurrence in muscle protein 3.3 g/100 g) is used to calculate NB. In situations where there is a minimal imbalance between protein synthesis and protein breakdown or where the blood flow is large (e.g. muscle during exercise, cardiac exchange at rest and during exercise), the arterio–venous concentration difference becomes small and NB variable. In these cases the more abundant amino acids (lysine 8.1 g/100 g and threonine 5.4 g/100 g), and in particular the sum of the non-metabolized amino acids, may give a more accurate estimate of NB (van Hall et al. 1999b).

Leucine tracers have also been used (13C, 14C, 15N and doubly-labelled leucine) in arterio–venous difference studies. As Rd equals protein synthesis plus leucine
oxidation plus release of leucine as its transamination product (α-KIC), it is also necessary to quantify NB and nb for CO₂ and α-KIC across forearm or leg. Quantification of leg 1³C₀₂ production requires correction factors that depend on the ¹³C tracer position (van Hall, 1999). The disadvantage of the leucine tracer is that more measurements have to be made, each with their own variability, and that as a consequence the calculated synthesis rates become less accurate. The leucine method requires two analytical instruments, a GC–MS and an IRMS, while phenylalanine or lysine enrichments can be measured using one instrument (GC–MS). The advantage of leucine tracers is that information is also obtained on leucine oxidation and transamination (Cheng et al. 1985, 1987; Barrett et al. 1987).

Net fluxes of ¹³C-, ¹⁵N- and ²H-labelled amino acids across tissues, of course, are not only useful to investigate changes in protein turnover, but have also revealed the interorgan exchange of amino acids and the metabolic fates of amino acids in various tissues. For reviews of this important aspect of the physiology of amino acids, reference should be made to earlier reviews (for example, see Rennie, 1985, 1996; Wagenmakers & Soeters, 1995; Wagenmakers, 1998a,b).

Three-compartment model

The calculations used in the arterio–venous difference methods do not take into account the reutilization of amino acids derived from protein breakdown for protein synthesis, and therefore protein synthesis and protein breakdown are both underestimated. In order to overcome this limitation, Biolo et al. (1995a,b) extended the traditional arterio–venous model to a three-pool model by including the intramuscular pool of free amino acids. The additional information provided by the estimate of the enrichment of the tracer amino acid in the intramuscular water compartment theoretically allows calculations of synthesis and breakdown that include intracellular recycling. Further, the model includes calculations of the rate of transmembrane transport (from artery to muscle and from muscle to vein) and of the direct amino acid flow from artery to vein without entering the intramuscular compartment. The authors finally claim that the combined use of tracers of amino acids that are not metabolized in muscle (phenylalanine and lysine) and tracers that are metabolized (alanine and lysine) allows calculation of the rate of de novo synthesis of alanine and glutamine in muscle (however, steady-state is a prerequisite).

A potential limitation of the three-compartment model, that apparently has not been realized by its proposers, is the inevitable limited precision and reproducibility of the estimates of the concentration of the tracer in the intramuscular water (for required calculations, see Fig. 4). In most studies done so far this estimate is a single estimate in one biopsy, while the estimates of concentration and enrichment in arterial and venous blood and of blood flow are traditionally made in sets of four to obtain an acceptable accuracy (see Macdonald, 1999). As pointed out in Fig. 4 muscle biopsies obtained by percutaneous needle contain blood and connective tissue between the fibres that is not visible to the eye and therefore cannot be removed from wet muscle biopsies. Thus, in most muscle physiology laboratories it is routine procedure to freeze-dry the biopsies and free them of adherent blood and connective tissue. This cleaning procedure can easily be done under a dissection microscope, preferably in a dry atmosphere. Cleaned wet muscle biopsies after freeze-drying typically contain between 10 and 20% of non-muscle constituents, and therefore protein fractions, as otherwise blood proteins and collagen from connective tissue will be present. Metabolites present in muscle in much higher concentrations than those in blood or in non-muscle contaminants (creatinine, phosphocreatine, adenine nucleotides, glycogen, glutamine, alanine, taurine etc.) for the same reason should be measured in purified muscle fibres (Table 2).

![Fig. 4.](https://doi.org/10.1017/S0029665199001305) Muscle and non-muscle constituents of a biopsy sample obtained by percutaneous needle: the potential impact of the cleaning procedure on the calculation of the concentration (Cm) and enrichment (Em) of an amino acid tracer in the intramuscular water compartment. Ce and Ee are the concentration and enrichment of the tracer respectively in extracellular water compartment (interstitial fluid). In the three-pool model (Biolo et al. 1995a,b) Ce and Ee are assumed to have the same value as the tracer concentration and enrichment of the tracer respectively in venous blood draining the leg or forearm (Cv and Ev respectively). Ct and Et are concentration and enrichment of the tracer respectively measured in the total water pool of the biopsy. When biopsies are cleaned from eye-visible fat and blood only and freeze-dried, then typically 10–20% of the remaining dry mass is of non-muscle origin (blood and connective tissue between fibres). For a proper estimate of Cm and Em (essential variables in the calculations used in the three-pool model) muscle fibres in freeze-dried biopsies should be separated from non-muscle constituents under a dissection microscope. Fractional synthesis rates in mixed muscle, for the same reason, should preferably also be done in purified muscle fibres or in purified protein subfractions, as otherwise blood proteins and collagen from connective tissue will be present. Metabolites present in muscle in much higher concentrations than those in blood or in non-muscle contaminants (creatinine, phosphocreatine, adenine nucleotides, glycogen, glutamine, alanine, taurine etc.) for the same reason should be measured in purified muscle fibres (Table 2).
concentration (Table 2). The advice, therefore, is to always use the freeze-drying procedure and clean the biopsies from adherent blood and connective tissue (Table 2 and Fig. 4; Van Acker et al. 1998a) in studies which are estimating the concentration and enrichment of the tracer in the intra-muscular water.

An important assumption in all balance studies is that the concentration and enrichment are constant in all the pools (blood and intracellular) during the study. There is some controversy in the literature about the presence of an intra-muscular steady-state in the case of glutamine, alanine and glutamate, which all have large intracellular pools and a large gradient between muscle and blood. Biolo et al. (1995a) measured the mean intramuscular glutamine enrichment of four human subjects in the period between 5 and 11 h after the start of a primed continuous infusion of L-[5-15N]glutamine. The tracer: tracee value observed in the muscle pool 5 h after the start of the tracer infusion was 0·02, and it did not change significantly until 11 h after the start of the infusion. However, the total amount of tracer administered in the first 5 h period was 11·76 mmol when calculated for a subject weighing 70 kg. Assuming that a 70 kg subject has a muscle glutamine pool of about 380 mmol (Darmaun et al. 1986), then it can be calculated that the maximum enrichment in muscle could have been 11·76/380 = 0·03 if all the tracer given had been only directed into the muscle free amino acid pool. This calculation shows that 67 % of the tracer administered must have entered the muscle and must have been trapped in the free glutamine pool in muscle, protected from further metabolism. This value seems unrealistically high given that the glutamine kinetic data of Biolo et al. (1995a) indicate that only 19 % of the arterio-venous-supplied glutamine is taken up by the muscle. Furthermore, glutamine tracer also enters the intracellular pools of all other organs and is used for protein synthesis in all organs of the body. Liver and the splanchnic bed extract glutamine very efficiently, as they have high glutaminase (EC 3.5.1.2) activities and a high oxidative capacity for glutamine (Marliss et al. 1971; Matthews et al. 1993). Thus, the enrichment measured by Biolo et al. (1995a), particularly that in the 5 h biopsy samples, seems a gross overestimation. Incomplete removal of blood, which has a much higher glutamine enrichment than muscle, would lead to such an overestimation. In contrast to Biolo et al. (1995a), Van Acker et al. (1998a) in our laboratory, using the recommended methodology to clean biopsies, observed a gradual linear increase in the muscle glutamine enrichment in twenty-one patients during infusions over 6–11 h. A similar gradual rise has also been observed in healthy subjects, continuing for more than 20 h (BAC Van Acker, AJM Wagenmakers, PB Soeters and MF Von Meyenfeldt, unpublished results). As the large intramuscular pools of glutamine do not reach steady-state within 20 h of tracer infusion, calculations of glutamine kinetics at the whole-body level and across tissues which assume a steady-state at earlier time-points are of limited value. The same conclusion may hold for other non-essential amino acids with a large intramuscular pool (alanine and glutamate).

We conclude, therefore, that the three-compartment model theoretically has advantages and could contribute important additional information to the arterio-venous difference methods, but muscle biopsies should be cleaned carefully after freeze-drying in order to obtain the best estimate of the enrichment of tracer in the intramuscular water. The same conclusion must hold for a procedure recently described to measure fractional breakdown rates of muscle protein from decreases in the enrichment of the tracer in the intramuscular water after stopping the tracer infusion (Zhang et al. 1996). Furthermore, additional validation is needed to show that the reproducibility of estimates of the enrichment of the tracer in the intramuscular water is good enough to lead to an acceptable variation in protein synthesis and breakdown rates and other calculated variables when the improved cleaning procedure is applied. Finally, calculations of kinetic variables of non-essential amino acids (glutamine, alanine and glutamate) should be made after steady-state has been reached in the intramuscular pool, which may take periods of 20 h and more.

### Important parallel measurements and future developments

In the future most studies should focus on the measurement of the FSR of specific proteins in order to understand the mechanisms behind tissue adaptation in response to various stimuli (feeding, fasting, exercise, trauma, sepsis, disuse and disease). The step that most often precedes increased protein
which can be quantified with tracers. To quantify the end result and understand the link between cellular adaptation and general health we need parallel measurements of the activity of key enzymes, metabolic regulators and substrate fluxes in vivo.
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